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Cosmogrill
"Delicious Fare!"

by Public domain

+49 89 8905 9696

Cosmogrill is cozy restaurant located on the Maximillianstreet in Munich.
The chefs here put together the best burgers -the finger-licking good
Wasabi Tuna Burger and the heavier Chicken and Bacon burger, are both
worth a try . The menu also has exotic salads and an extensive variety of
very delicious soups, although sipping on champagne is certainly perfect
for the course. For the teetotalers, they have the strong Turkish coffee,
which is bound to keep one wired for a while!
www.cosmogrill.de/

info@cosmogrill.de

Maximilianstrasse 10, Munich

CA-BA-LU Bar-Restaurant
"Gourmet Burgers And Craft Beer"

by Public domain

+49 89 9450 8840

Ca-Ba-Lu Restaurant and Bar offers tasty, innovative burgers at
reasonable prices. This small family run restaurant is perfect for an
evening out with family or friends. Try out the Hell burger if you like things
spicy, the Mr.Krabs is great for seafood lovers and their Bison burger
offers something a bit more exotic. Their constantly changing specials
menu and the Bavarian craft beers means there is always something new
to try here. For more information, check out their website.
www.ca-ba-lu.de/

cabalu.bar@gmail.com

M.C. Mueller
"Burger & Booze"

by Public domain

A burger for every palate and size is the motto at M.C. Mueller. This
acclaimed burger joint is a chameleon of sorts, as it transforms into a a
nightclub-like venue after dark. Satisfy your hunger for these deep-fried
portions of goodness and attack the dance floor later. Without some
delicious grub of burgers. Try the blue-cheese layered burger or the
Mädchen burger which has a well-cooked double patty burger which will
make you fall in love with burgers all over again. Apart from fastfood, a
fascinating cocktail bartender will stir up interesting mixes for you.

+49 89 1891 0039

Fraunhoferstrasse 2, Munich

Cafe Mozart
"Large & Lively Venue"

by Public domain

Almost hidden under an archway on a quiet side road, you'll be surprised
at how spacious Cafe Mozart is. This is a perfect anytime venue - from
breakfast with friends under a skylight to a good old group night out.
Comfy enough to stay put for the whole evening, the size of this place
enables a spontaneous gathering without reservations. The food ranges
from the light and simple to hearty schnitzels and burgers at very
reasonable prices.

Thierschplatz 5, Munich

+49 89 59 4190

www.cafe-mozart.info/

info@cafe-mozart.info

Pettenkoferstraße 2, Munich

Brasserie Tresznjewski
"Chic Pub with Chic Clientele"
Located directly opposite the Institutes of Mathematics and Physics,
Tresznjewski is frequented mostly by students during the day, but is taken
over by good-looking and well-dressed revelers in the evenings and for
brunch on the weekends. The atmosphere in the evenings is fairly
rambunctious, and you will be served decent but slightly expensive food
by the friendly staff. The pub is slowly establishing itself as a meeting
place for business people.
+49 89 28 2349

www.tresznjewski.com/

info@tresznjewski.com

Theresienstraße 72,
Neuhausen, Munich

Burger House
"Best Burgers in Munich"

by fred_v

+49 89 8890 3550

With a capacity of only 12 tables and an increasing popularity amongst
locals and travelers alike, it is always safe to make reservations at Burger
House, Munich. The menu is simple and generic, popular combos like
burger, fries and drink are especially easy on the tongue as well as the
pocket. All burgers at the Burger House are prepared using only fresh
Bavarian meat, frozen/preserved meats are strictly avoided. Other
specialties here are the Sauce Mix, which is available with every order on
request, and Chili Cheese Fries which are quite delicious. Burger House is
easily one of the best burger haunts in the neighborhood, arguably, the
city as well.
www.theburgerhouse.com
/

info@theburgerhouse.com

Rablstraße 37, Eingang
Franziskanerstraße, Munich

The Potting Shed
"Live Music & Cocktails"

by Public Domain

+49 89 3407 7284

Made with organic ingredients, the cocktails are the best bet at The
Potting Shed. This comfortable cocktail bar serving a full tapas menu
along with wines deserves a special mention for the amount of fun that
one can experience while dining in its ambience. It leaves no stone
unturned to ensure that all diners have a good time. Enjoy the live music
nights that are organized and much loved by the locals.
thepottingshed.de/

info@the-potting-shed.de

Schwabing Occamstraße 11,
Munich

Hans Im Gluck
"The Fairy Tale of Burgers"

by Public Domain

+49 89 6429 9982

Hans Im Gluck situated on Nymphenburger Straße is one of the many
locations of the popular burger restaurant chain spread across the
country. Years of serving delicious burgers and prompt service has helped
this restaurant build goodwill amongst foodies in the city. Apart from
burgers comprising beef patties, here you will also find 100% vegetarian
and vegan burgers. Use of secret sauces and fresh, locally-procured
vegetables add to the taste of the burgers served at Hans Im Gluck.
hansimglueck-burgergrill.
de/standort/muenchennymphenburg/

nymphenburg@hansimglue
ck-burgergrill.de

Nymphenburger Straße 69,
Munich
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